Fault-tolerant hyperbolic Floquet quantum error correcting codes
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A central goal in quantum error correction is to reduce the overhead of fault-tolerant quantum computing by increasing noise thresholds and reducing the number of physical qubits required to sustain a logical qubit. We introduce a potential path towards this goal based on a family of dynamically generated quantum error correcting codes that we call “hyperbolic Floquet codes.” These codes are defined by a specific sequence of non-commuting two-body measurements arranged periodically in time that stabilize a topological code on a hyperbolic manifold with negative curvature. We focus on a family of lattices for n qubits that, according to our prescription that defines the code, provably achieve a finite encoding rate (1/8 + 2/n) and have a depth-3 syndrome extraction circuit. Similar to hyperbolic surface codes, the distance of the code at each time-step scales at most logarithmically in n. The family of lattices we choose indicates that this scaling is achievable in practice. We develop and benchmark an efficient matching-based decoder that provides evidence of a threshold near 0.1% in a phenomenological noise model. Utilizing weight-two check operators and a qubit connectivity of 3, one of our hyperbolic Floquet codes uses 400 physical qubits to encode 52 logical qubits with a code distance of 8, i.e., it is a [[400, 52, 8]] code. At small error rates, comparable logical error suppression to this code requires 5x as many physical qubits (1924) when using the honeycomb Floquet code with the same noise model and decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale quantum computing requires quantum error correction and fault-tolerance protocols to control the growth of errors. The surface code [1–3] is a promising route towards fault-tolerant quantum computing because of its high tolerance for noise and geometrically local implementation. These features have led to considerable interest in realizing small instances of the surface code, as demonstrated in recent experiments [4–11]. In the conventional surface code, both the parity-check weight and the qubit degree are relatively low, specifically, each is only four. This means that each qubit is involved in just four parity checks, which are operations that help identify and correct errors. However, a drawback of the surface code is that it requires a large number of physical qubits to represent each logical qubit [12]. To improve on the performance of the surface code in general fault-tolerant protocols, one can attempt to optimize the syndrome extraction circuit by using weight-two check operators [13–15], tailor the error correction scheme to specific noise models [16–19], or reduce the number of physical qubits required to achieve a certain number of logical qubits with a given code distance [20].

Current schemes either support weight-two check operators or maintain a constant ratio of logical to physical qubits, but not both. For instance, recent research on quantum Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes [12] suggests that these codes can encode 12 logical qubits using 288 physical qubits. This compares favourably against surface codes which would require 4000 physical qubits to encode 12 logical qubits for similar error suppression. In an LDPC-type quantum error-correcting code, each check operator acts on only a few qubits, and each qubit is part of only a few checks [12, 20–25]. However, these particular quantum LDPC codes [12] necessitate the use of weight-six checks, rendering their implementation challenging with current devices. Hyperbolic quantum codes [26, 27] that employ tessellations of closed hyperbolic surfaces have been proposed as a solution for achieving finite encoding rate with weight-three check operators. Recently, there has been considerable attention directed toward a new class of codes known as Floquet codes [13, 28–34]. These codes feature weight-two check operators but come with the limitation of a vanishing encoding rate; thus, raising the question of whether it is possible to achieve a finite encoding rate using weight-two check operators instead.

In this work, we introduce a new family of codes, termed as hyperbolic Floquet codes, with a finite encoding rate of 1/8 + 2/n for n physical qubits and weight-two check operators. For example, with 400 physical qubits, our scheme can encode 52 logical qubits. See Table I for a summary of some of our hyperbolic Floquet quantum error correcting codes. The hyperbolic Floquet codes inherit some of the best features from quantum hyperbolic codes [26, 27] and Floquet codes [13], although they give up on geometric locality. Similar to Floquet codes, our check operators have a weight of two, while the encoding rate is finite, akin to that of quantum hyperbolic codes.
The implementation of our code demands a reduced qubit connectivity of 3, in contrast to the recently introduced quantum LDPC codes [12] which may require a connectivity of 6.

Our approach excels in terms of the weight of the check operators, qubit connectivity, and encoding rate. However, a trade-off is that code distance (\(d\)) can scale at most logarithmically in the number of physical qubits. We find a family of hyperbolic lattices of increasing size whose associated hyperbolic Floquet codes achieve a distance scaling consistent with this expectation. We develop an efficient decoder based on matching of syndrome pairs similar to the surface code. Employing a phenomenological noise model, we see evidence for a threshold around 0.1%. The finite encoding rate implies that a total logical error suppression can be reached with an asymptotically vanishing fraction of the physical qubits that would be required using zero-rate topological codes. To further substantiate this scaling argument, we provide a detailed comparison of the logical failure rate of our codes against many independent copies of the honeycomb Floquet code under the same noise model and decoder.

The architecture of hyperbolic Floquet codes is elaborated upon in Section II, where we explore various hyperbolic lattices, measurement protocols and logical operators. The properties related to error detection and correction are detailed in Section III. In Section IV, we present numerical results of logical error rate suppression and evidence for a threshold, as well as compare hyperbolic Floquet codes in performance to honeycomb Floquet codes within the same noise model and decoder. Finally, we conclude with discussion and several open problems in Section V.

II. THE HYPERBOLIC FLOQUET CODE

Lattice and Measurement Protocol. Hyperbolic Floquet codes utilize regular tessellations of negatively curved planes, employing even-sided polygons as building blocks with a degree of three for all vertices. The physical qubits are located at the vertices of the lattice. This code relies on a three-coloring of the polygons, and thus, it is required that they are even-sided. Figure 1 depicts a face three-colored lattice of octagons that is the basis for a 64-qubit hyperbolic Floquet code. This lattice is of the form \([8, 3]\) using Schäfi symbols [35], meaning that 3 octagons (8-gons) meet at each vertex. We refer to this lattice as the octagonal lattice, and employ it in the development of hyperbolic Floquet codes. Hyperbolic Floquet codes can also be derived from lattices with decagons or higher even-sided polygons, though such codes fall outside of the scope of this paper’s in-depth analysis.

While the octagonal lattice is regular and all vertices are equivalent, the projection of this lattice from the negatively-curved hyperbolic plane onto a flat plane, as in Fig. 1, results in distortions in the shapes of the displayed octagons. We employ the polar coordinates of the vertices for this projection. That is, each vertex’s projected coordinates are obtained based on its distance from a reference vertex using the hyperbolic metric and its orientation with respect to a reference direction. The depicted lattice is a closed lattice, with complex periodic boundary conditions, tessellating a genus-5 manifold. The periodic boundary conditions identify each edge that does not seem to have two adjacent octagons with another such edge. Four of these boundary condition identifications are labeled with the letters \(a-d\). The octagonal faces are three-colored such that the adjacent faces have different colors. Each edge inherits the color from the two faces it would enter if elongated. Green, blue, and red edges correspond to XX, YY, and ZZ measurement checks, respectively. The blue edges at the ends of the highlighted purple path are identified as a periodic boundary condition, marked with letter \(b\). The purple path therefore is a closed path consisting of 10 unique vertices, marked by circles. This closed path hosts a weight-10 noncontractible loop operator, Pauli operators of which are denoted next to its vertices.

Figure 1. A hyperbolic Floquet code with 64 physical qubits. The code is based on an octagonal (8, 3) lattice, which is displayed using polar coordinates of its vertices. The 64 physical qubits are located at the vertices of the lattice. Identification of the edges at the boundary makes the lattice a periodic tessellation of a genus-5 manifold. Four such periodic boundary condition identifications are marked by letters a-d. The octagonal faces are three-colored such that the adjacent faces have different colors. Each edge inherits the color from the two faces it would enter if elongated. Green, blue, and red edges correspond to XX, YY, and ZZ measurement checks, respectively. The blue edges at the ends of the highlighted purple path are identified as a periodic boundary condition, marked with letter \(b\). The purple path therefore is a closed path consisting of 10 unique vertices, marked by circles. This closed path hosts a weight-10 noncontractible loop operator, Pauli operators of which are denoted next to its vertices.
these three-colored edges constitute the repetitive rounds of two-body check measurements of the physical qubits of the edges. At rounds \( r = 3n \) \((r = 3n + 1, r = 3n + 2)\) with nonnegative integers \(n\), all green (blue, red) checks are measured, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Specifically, green, blue, and red checks correspond to measurements of \(XX\), \(YY\), and \(ZZ\) Pauli operators on the pairs of physical qubits at the ends of the respective edges. Although any two such measurement checks do not necessarily commute, all the checks within a single round do commute and can be considered to be measured simultaneously.

It is noteworthy that the original honeycomb Floquet code described by Hastings and Haah [13] requires a second edge labeling based on edge orientations, which dictates the type of two-body measurement. However, as later indicated by Gidney et al. [28], this second labeling is redundant, as the edge colors alone can determine the measurement type, yielding the same code. These two code definitions can be mapped onto one another through local Bloch rotations of the physical qubits. In this work, we adopt the version requiring solely the edge three-coloring to define hyperbolic Floquet codes. This approach is advantageous because edge orientation is inherently ambiguous in hyperbolic space.

**Instantaneous Stabilizer Group.** In this section, we assume errorless evolution of the quantum state of the physical qubits. We further consider that this state starts as a maximally mixed state prior to the round \( r = 0 \) of measurements. Then, after each measurement round, we examine the group of all Pauli operators that have an eigenvalue +1 on the current state of the physical qubits, i.e., stabilize the current state. This group is termed the instantaneous stabilizer group (ISG), and before any measurements, consists of solely the identity operator. The check measurements, however, change the structure of the ISG.

After rounds \( r = 3n \) \((r = 3n + 1, r = 3n + 2)\), each \(XX\) check \((YY\) check, \(ZZ\) check) becomes a generator of the ISG, up to a sign determined by the respective measurement outcome (i.e., if the measurement result of a check is \(-1\), the negative of that check joins the ISG). For every one of these two-body generators of the ISG, two checks in the subsequent measurement round anticommute with it. As a result, these two-body instantaneous stabilizer generators no longer stabilize the state following the next round. For example, consider the four green (i.e., \(XX\)) edges around the red face in Fig. 2(b). After round \( r = 3n \), the two-body checks of these edges, up to their measurement results’ signs, are members of the ISG. The upcoming measurement round, \( r = 3n + 1 \), is blue (i.e., \(YY\)) checks. Each green check anticommutes with two blue checks from of the red face, and hence, will be removed from the ISG upon measurement of any of those blue checks. After round \( r = 3n + 1 \), each of these blue checks, up to its measurement outcome sign, will be in the ISG.

Although the two-body checks are removed from the ISG following the next measurement round, certain products of them commute with the upcoming measurement checks, and therefore, stay in the ISG. In the example of the red face and green checks in Fig. 2(b), the product of all four green checks commutes with any blue check, ensuring its membership in the ISG after round \( r = 3n + 1 \). The product of these four green checks can be multiplied with the product of the four blue checks of that red face, deriving a weight-eight plaquette operator. This operator, after round \( r = 3n + 1 \), is part of the ISG. Since it is equal to a product of \(X\) and \(Y\) Paulis for each qubit, it is equivalent to a product of \(Z\) Paulis (up to a phase). In a similar vein, plaquette operators for green and blue faces are products of \(X\) and \(Y\) Paulis, respectively. The plaquette operators are depicted in Fig. 2(b).

Each plaquette operator [Fig. 2(b)] shares the same Pauli operator as the two-body checks intersecting it at a single vertex. Conversely, it has a different Pauli operator than the two-body checks intersecting it at two vertices. Consequently, these plaquette operators commute with all check operators. When measured (during rounds \( r = 2, r = 3, \) and \( r = 4 \) corresponding to red, green, and blue faces), they will join the ISG, up to a sign derived from the measurements. Beyond round \( r = 4 \), the ISG mod phases reaches a periodic steady state with the logical qubits in a mixed state (i.e., stable against the non-commuting measurements), consistently generated by all plaquette operators and the most recent measurement checks, each acquiring a sign from the measurement outcomes.
Logical Operators. Logical operators are the operators that commute with the ISG but are not part of it. Commuting with the ISG is required for the logical information to not be destroyed by the measurement rounds. However, operators that commute with the ISG but are always a part of it, i.e., the plaquette operators and their products, have determined values and cannot be used for restoring information about the logical qubits. The logical operators of the hyperbolic Floquet code are contained within noncontractible closed paths of the hyperbolic lattice. These are the paths that, utilizing the periodic boundary conditions, wrap around the lattice. One closed path of the hyperbolic lattice in Fig. 1 is highlighted in purple.

Just as the product of two-body checks around an octagon commutes with all two-body checks, the product along any loop does the same. We will call these loop operators. The contractible loop operators can be expressed as the product of the plaquette operators within them, and they are part of the ISG beyond round $r = 4$. On the other hand, the noncontractible loop operators will never integrate into the ISG. The closed path of one such loop is highlighted with purple in Fig. 1. The displayed periodic boundary condition identifications (edges labeled with letters $a$ to $d$) serve as a reference to confirm that the purple path is indeed closed. The lattice’s periodic boundary conditions identify the two blue edges at the ends of the portrayed path, making the two vertices at each end non-unique. The distinct vertices of the weight-ten loop operator are marked with a circle, and the adjacent Pauli operators represent the components of the loop operator. It is noteworthy that the Pauli operator of each physical qubit is determined by its outgoing edge that is not part of the loop; specifically, $X$, $Y$, or $Z$ Paulis for green, blue, or red outgoing edges, respectively. Noncontractible loop operators comprise the Floquet code’s logical operators. As we will discuss below, the number of noncontractible loop operators is twice the genus of
the manifold.

Each noncontractible loop operator can be decomposed into the product of two operators, where both individually commute with the elements of the ISG. This decomposition, akin to the ISG, depends on the most recent measurement round. Assume that measurements of the green check operators (XX measurements) have just been carried out (round \( r = 3n \)). The next measurement round is the blue checks (YY measurements). The two operators that commute with the ISG elements and make a noncontractible loop operator are the product of X Paulis on the vertices of the blue edges along its closed path (bottom right panel in Fig. 3) and the product of Y Paulis on the vertices of the green edges along it (top left panel in Fig. 3). These two constructions are generalizable to any measurement round as the most recent measurement Paulis on the edges of the upcoming round and the upcoming measurement Paulis on the edges of the most recent round, and hereinafter will be referred to as the type one and type two logical operators.

Given that, after XX measurements, the type one logical operator has only X Paulis and the type two has two Paulis on each XX check, they commute with the two-body XX checks in the ISG. They also commute with plaquette operators within the ISG. Taking the type one operator as an example, each green and red plaquette shares an integer number of blue edges with the closed path. This means it has an even number of non-identity Paulis in common with the first operator. Moreover, since the path is closed and always leaves any octagon that it enters, an even number of its blue edges are incident at any given blue octagon. Therefore, there are again an even number of mutual non-identity Paulis between the operator and any blue plaquette operator. Similar analysis can be carried out for the type two operator, establishing that both operators commute with the ISG. Further, these operators are independent operators and one of them cannot be obtained by multiplying the other one with some elements of the ISG. These are the two logical operators defined on the noncontractible loop.

So far, the constructed logical operators have been found to commute with the ISG after XX measurements. Notably, this construction ensures that they also commute with the upcoming measurements, specifically YY checks on blue edges. To elaborate, the type one logical operator features two X Paulis on any blue edge along its path and the type two operator is made of Y Paulis. Therefore, YY checks can be measured without destroying these logical operators. However, after YY measurements, some of the upcoming ZZ checks anticommute with the current construction of these logical operators and their measurement is going to affect the logical operators. Nonetheless, before ZZ measurements, we can update the expression of the logical operators by multiplying them with the measured YY checks along their noncontractible loops. The measurement outcomes of these YY checks must be factored into the sign of the updated logical operators.

Consider the type two logical operator (top left panel of Fig. 3). When we multiply this operator by YY checks on the closed path, the Y Paulis shift to the red edges (top middle panel of Fig. 3). Note that this is a type one logical operator after YY (blue) and prior to ZZ (red) measurements. Following the next measurement round (ZZ measurements), we multiply this operator with the measured ZZ checks along the path, making it comprised of X Paulis on the red edges (top right panel of Fig. 3). This is in turn a type two logical operator after ZZ and prior to XX measurements. As seen in Fig. 3, the logical operator switches its type with each measurement round, and reverts to its original expression after six rounds.

In Ref. [13], the noncontractible loop operators are called the inner logical operators, while the type one and type two logical operators are equivalent to the electric and magnetic outer logical operators defined therein. As the noncontractible loop operators are equal to the product of two logical operators, their existence does not add to the number of independent logical operators, and hence, the number of logical qubits of a hyperbolic Floquet code. In order to emphasize this, we do not use the term logical operators in referring to them.

**Code Family.** Now we focus on finding the lattices that give rise to the particular codes and calculate their code parameters. Each code is based on a periodic octagonal lattice. To identify lattices, we turn to the database of symmetric connected graphs of degree three up to 10,000 vertices, provided in [36]. Within this database, the graphs with a girth of eight qualify as periodic octagonal lattices. These lattices are symmetric (arc-transitive) graphs: for any pair of edges, there exists an automorphism of the graph that maps one edge to the other.

The number of vertices of each lattice determines the number of the physical qubits, \( n \), for the corresponding code. An octagonal lattice has a Bravais unit cell comprising 16 vertices, which tessellates the surface of a genus-2 manifold [37]. Thus, every set of 16 vertices in a given octagonal lattice correspond to one unit cell and cover an area equal to \(-4\pi\) (in units of negative curvature) on the hyperbolic plane. The genus of the manifold covered by the entire lattice is given by:

\[
g = \frac{n}{16} + 1. \tag{1}
\]

Having a genus that grows with the number of physical qubits, hyperbolic error correcting codes exhibit a finite encoding rate. This stems from the fact that a manifold’s number of independent noncontractible closed paths equals twice its genus. Two closed paths are dependent if the multiplication of one by a set of plaquettes yields the other. This relation divides the noncontractible loops into equivalence classes, where any pair of loops in the same class are dependent. The number of these classes is \(2g\). Furthermore, as discussed above, each loop can be split into two distinct logical operators.
Table I. Family of hyperbolic octagonal Floquet codes with the fewest number of physical qubits for each code distance. Each code is denoted by a prefix 'H' followed by the number of its physical qubits. The layout of the physical qubits corresponds to a tessellation of a negatively curved manifold with one Bravais unit cell per each 16 physical qubits. The number of handles (genus) of this manifold is one more than the number of unit cells [Eq. (1)]. The number of the logical qubits, \( k \), is twice the genus [Eq. (2)], and the code distance, \( d \), is determined by finding the logical operator with the lowest minimum weight.

\[
k = 2g = \frac{n}{8} + 2, \quad (2)
\]

\[
\frac{k}{n} = \frac{1}{8} + \frac{2}{n}, \quad (3)
\]

which is always greater than 1/8 and approaches 1/8 as \( n \to \infty \).

Although the choice of the octagonal lattices ensures local face three-coloring, not every periodic octagonal lattice is face-three-colorable. This limitation emerges from potential inconsistencies along noncontractible closed paths. Notably, larger lattices have more independent noncontractible closed paths, complicating the search for face-three-colorable large lattices among generic octagonal lattices. However, this is not an issue for the lattices that are symmetric (arc-transitive) graphs. In such lattices, any two edges map into each other under an automorphism of the lattice. As a result, classes of equivalent (nonindependent) noncontractible loops also exhibit mutual interchangeability. Therefore, if a lattice’s faces can be three-colored along a single noncontractible loop, the three-coloring can be extended to the entire lattice.

The last relevant code parameter is the code distance. During the update process in Floquet codes (Fig. 3), each logical operator’s weight (number of nonidentity Paulis) changes through six rounds, assuming its minimum value in some of the rounds. For instance, the logical operator shown in Fig. 3 has a minimum weight of four. The code distance, \( d \), is the lowest minimum weight found among all logical operators. Note that with the aforementioned constructions of the logical operators, each logical operator’s minimum weight, and consequently the code distance, are always even numbers for a Floquet code.

We assess the periodic octagonal lattices from [36]. Each lattice in this list that is face-three-colorable is the basis for a hyperbolic Floquet code. As detailed above, the corresponding code parameters, \([n, k, d]\), can be calculated. Among the codes with a given distance, \( d \), the one requiring the fewest physical qubits, \( n \), is the most efficient. Table I lists the code parameters and lattice properties for the most efficient hyperbolic Floquet codes for even distances from 2 to 10 [38]. The maximum code distance achieved based on octagonal lattices in [36] is 10. We designate these distance-maximizing codes using the prefix ‘H’ followed by their respective number of physical qubits.

III. ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION PROPERTIES

Syndrome Lattice and Error Model. Floquet codes possess the capability to detect potential error occurrences and provide the necessary information for attempting to correct the effects of these errors on logical qubits. Error detection is executed by utilizing the inferred values of the plaquette operators, hereafter referred to as plaquette syndromes or simply syndromes. Each plaquette syndrome is inferred every third round. The inference rounds depend on plaquette’s color; specifically, the green, blue, and red plaquette syndromes are inferred at rounds \( r = 3n + 2 \), \( 3n + 3 \), and \( 3n + 1 \), respectively, for every nonnegative integer \( n \). (No plaquette syndrome is inferred at round \( r = 0 \).) By extending a line perpendicular to the hyperbolic plane for each plaquette and marking each syndrome update with a circle on this line, we construct a \((2 + 1)D\) lattice comprising updates of plaquette syndromes, as partially depicted in Fig. 4(a). We refer to this lattice as the syndrome lattice.

In the absence of errors, the plaquette operators become part of the ISG upon their initial inference (rounds \( r = 2 \), \( r = 3 \), and \( r = 1 \) for green, blue, and red plaquettes, respectively) and remain in the ISG, as they commute with all check operators. Consequently, any subsequent inference of a plaquette syndrome yields a value equal to the previously inferred one. This condition is denoted by empty circles in the \((2 + 1)D\) lattice of syndromes in Fig. 4(a). Conversely, an updated plaquette syndrome that differs from its previous value implies the presence of an error (or errors) affecting that syndrome. Following Gidney, we call these events detection events. They are indicated by filled circles in the \((2 + 1)D\) lattice of syndromes.

Our employed error model comprises two categories of errors: unbiased depolarization errors affecting individual physical qubits and measurement errors associated with the weight-two measurements of the checks. Both types of errors have their strength set by the physical error rate per measurement round, denoted as \( p \). Considering more general noise models and optimizing the code/decoder to the noise is an interesting avenue for future work. An unbiased depolarization channel of strength \( p \) applies an X, Y, or Z Pauli operators to each physical qubit between consecutive rounds, each with an
7

Figure 4. Detection events for Pauli errors. (a) \((2 + 1)D\) lattice of plaquette syndromes. Each plaquette syndrome is inferred every third measurement round, denoted by empty circles in the timelines of the plaquettes. (b) X and (c) Y Pauli errors between rounds \(r = 3n\) and \(r = 3n + 1\) lead to detection events marked on lines perpendicular to the hyperbolic plane. In the presence of errors, inference of a plaquette syndrome may yield a value different than its most recent inferred value. In this case, the inferred syndrome exhibits a detection event, denoted by a filled circle. For the Pauli errors happening between rounds \(r = 3n\) and \(r = 3n + 1\), X and Y Paulis are simple Pauli errors and are associated with two detection events, connected to each other by an error edge in the syndrome lattice. A Z Pauli, on the other hand, is a compound Pauli error and is equivalent to a combination of these X and Y Paulis encompassing all four detection events. The four detection events of a compound Pauli error form a hyper-edge in the syndrome lattice.

equal probability of \(p/3\). Simultaneously, a measurement error channel of strength \(p\) causes an erroneous outcome for each measurement with a probability \(p\).

**Error Syndromes.** The lattice’s edge three-coloring ensures that the three measurement checks involving a given physical qubit have distinct Pauli operators associated with that qubit. As a result, a Pauli error on a physical qubit anticommutes with two of those checks. For instance, the X Pauli error on the qubit marked with a circle in Fig. 4(b) anticommutes with the blue (YY) and red (ZZ) checks intersecting at that vertex. Assuming the error occurs between rounds \(r = 3n\) and \(r = 3n + 1\), the immediately following blue and red checks will be affected by the error. The blue check’s faulty outcome will be used in the inference of the adjacent red plaquette syndrome resulting in a detection event at round \(r = 3n + 1\). This is denoted by a filled circle in Fig. 4(b). At round \(r = 3n + 2\), the adjacent green plaquette syndrome will be inferred using two faulty outcomes of both blue and red checks, and hence, will be agnostic to the error. No detection event for the green plaquette syndrome is marked with an empty circle in Fig. 4(b). The blue plaquette syndrome’s inference at round \(r = 3n + 3\), however, will use the outcomes from the faulty red check and the unaffected green check, exhibiting a detection event similar to the red plaquette syndrome, indicated with a filled circle. The two detection events of the X Pauli error form an error edge in the syndrome lattice, represented by a dashed line in Fig. 4(b).

The analysis for a Y Pauli error on the same qubit follows similarly. The Y Pauli error on the qubit marked with a circle and its detection events are illustrated in Fig. 4(c). The Y Pauli anticommutes with the green and red checks that intersect at the vertex, while leaving the blue check unaffected. Assuming once again that the error occurs between rounds \(r = 3n\) and \(r = 3n + 1\), the blue check’s measurement at round \(r = 3n + 1\) is agnostic to the error. However, the red check’s and the green check’s measurements at rounds \(r = 3n + 2\) and \(r = 3n + 3\) do capture the error. During round \(r = 3n + 2\), the green syndrome is updated using the outcomes of the unaffected blue check and the faulty red check, thereby triggering a detection event. In the next round \(r = 3n + 3\), the blue syndrome is updated using faulty outcomes from both the red and green checks, leaving it unaffected. Lastly, at round \(r = 3n + 4\), the outcomes from the faulty green check and the unaffected blue check lead the red syndrome to exhibit another detection event. These two detection events of the Y Pauli error form an edge in the syndrome lattice, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Notably, for these errors occurring between rounds \(r = 3n\) and \(r = 3n + 1\), the two detection events
Figure 5. Detection events of a measurement error. (a) The faulty measurement outcome of the highlighted green check at round \( r = 3n \) is used to infer an incorrect value for the adjacent blue and red plaquette syndromes at rounds \( r = 3n \) and \( r = 3n + 1 \). Later correct measurement of the same check leads to correct inference of these syndromes three rounds later. In both cases, the inferred syndrome differs from the most recent inference and gives rise to a detection event. Hence, a measurement error has four detection events forming a hyper-edge in the syndrome lattice, shown with a dashed parallelogram. (b) A combination of three simple Pauli errors on one of the qubits of the faulty check, denoted with a circle, gives rise to the same detection events. These equivalent Pauli errors have the same effects on the logical operators as the measurement error.

for the Y Pauli error happen with a one round delay as compared to the case of the X Pauli error.

A Z Pauli error that occurs between rounds \( r = 3n \) and \( r = 3n + 1 \) can be regarded as a combination of X and Y Pauli errors, following from \( Z = -iXY \). As a result, the associated detection events are also a combination of those corresponding to X and Y Pauli errors. Specifically, a Z Pauli error between rounds \( r = 3n \) and \( r = 3n + 1 \) leads to the following four detection events: the red syndrome at \( r = 3n + 1 \), the green syndrome at \( r = 3n + 2 \), the blue syndrome at \( r = 3n + 3 \), and once again, the red syndrome at \( r = 3n + 4 \). These four detection events create a hyper-edge (i.e., an “edge” that connects more than two vertices) in the syndrome lattice.

The decisive factor for a Pauli error to yield either two or four detection events is the last round of measurements. In the outlined example above, the Pauli errors take place between rounds \( r = 3n \) (XX measurements) and \( r = 3n + 1 \) (YY measurements). In this scenario, X and Y Pauli errors generate two detection events, while the Z Pauli is associated with four. We call Pauli errors with two detection events (X and Y in this case) simple Pauli errors and those with four detection events (Z in this case) compound Pauli errors. During the interval between YY and ZZ measurements, Y and Z Pauli errors are simple, while X Pauli errors are compound. Similarly, between ZZ and XX measurements, Z and X Pauli errors are simple, and Y Pauli errors are compound.

In a measurement error, the outcome of a check’s measurement is faulty. This faulty outcome is then utilized in inferring two syndromes, causing them to exhibit detection events. An example is illustrated in Fig. 5(a). In this example, the highlighted green check’s outcome at round \( r = 3n \) is erroneous, while all other measurements are accurate. This faulty green check leads to the blue plaquette syndrome at round \( r = 3n \) and the red plaquette syndrome at round \( r = 3n + 1 \) exhibiting detection events. Given the assumption that all other measurements are accurate, the next measurement of the same green check at round \( r = 3n + 3 \) relates to the accurate value of the plaquette syndromes. Thus, the same blue and red syndromes generate additional detection events three rounds later. A measurement error, therefore, is linked to four detection events, forming a hyper-edge in the syndrome lattice, depicted with a dashed parallelogram in Fig. 5(a).

Error Detection and Correction. The occurrence of each error may affect the logical operators of the code. For a Pauli error on a physical qubit, this happens when that qubit is on the noncontractible closed path of a logical operator featuring a distinct nonidentity Pauli on it compared to the error. In this scenario, the Pauli operator and the logical operator anticommute, leading the error to induce a sign flip in the logical operator. In the case of a measurement error, it impacts a logical operator if the measured check is along the closed path of that logical operator. Consequently, the faulty measurement outcome is used in updating the logical operator’s expression, resulting in an incorrect sign. We argue that the detection events associated with each error provide sufficient information for attempting to correct the respective error. This attempt, however, is not always successful, and if the number of errors equals to or exceeds \( d/2 \), can lead to logical errors.

Consider the pair of detection events linked to a simple Pauli error. There are four different Pauli errors that could trigger these two detection events and, thus, are indistinguishable from one another. Without any loss of generality, assume the simple Pauli error is an X error. The two plaquette syndromes with detection events correspond to adjacent blue and red octagons [see Fig. 4(b)]. These two octagons identify the location of the physical qubit affected by the X error to their shared green edge, without distinguishing which of the two ends of that edge it is. We label these two qubits as \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \). Moreover, the X error could have occurred either between the most recent XX and YY measurements or between the most recent ZZ and XX measurements. These possibilities for error’s support qubit, \( q_1 \) or \( q_2 \), and its timing, between ZZ and XX measurements or between XX and YY measurements, give rise to the four indistinguishable errors with identical detection events.

Now consider a logical operator, \( L \), that contains one of these two qubits (\( q_1 \), without loss of generality) in its closed path. Between the most recent ZZ and XX measurements, \( L \)’s expression can either be type one (Z
Paulis on green checks) or type two (X Paulis on red checks). In each case, between the most recent XX and YY measurements, L’s expression will be type two (Y Paulis on green checks) or type one (X Paulis on blue checks), respectively. The X error on \( q_1 \) affects \( L \) only if \( L \)'s expression features Y or Z Paulis on \( q_1 \) at the time of the error. This holds true if \( L \) is a type one and then a type two logical operator, in addition to having the green edge of \( q_1 \)'s vertex along its closed path. In this case, \( L \)'s expression during the two possible time intervals includes Y or Z Paulis on both \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \). Therefore, all four indistinguishable simple Pauli errors impact logical operators in the same way, and their indistinguishability does not pose an obstruction in correcting their effects on logical operators.

A compound Pauli error is indistinguishable from the pair of simple Pauli errors that constitute its detection events. In the example illustrated in Fig. 4, a Z error on the qubit marked with a circle between rounds \( r = 3n \) and \( r = 3n + 1 \) causes the same detection events as a combination of Y and X errors on that qubit occurring during the same time interval (or their indistinguishable counterparts). Let us label this qubit \( q_1 \) and consider a logical operator, \( L \), with \( q_1 \) on its path. Between XX and YY measurements, \( L \)'s expression is either type one (X Paulis on blue checks) or type two (Y Paulis on green checks). The Z error affects \( L \) only if its expression features X or Y Paulis on \( q_1 \). In such a case, one of the X or Y errors on \( q_1 \) anticommutes with \( L \), while the other one commutes with it. As a result, a compound Pauli error and its indistinguishable simple Pauli error pairs impact logical operators in the same way, and the indistinguishability again does not pose an obstruction to error correction.

The indistinguishability analysis also extends to measurement errors. A measurement error is indistinguishable from a combination of three simple Pauli errors. These equivalent Pauli errors for an erroneous measurement of a green check are shown in Fig. 5(b). The three Pauli errors consist of: first, a Z between \( r = 3n - 1 \) and \( r = 3n \); second, an X between \( r = 3n \) and \( r = 3n + 1 \); and third, a Y between \( r = 3n + 1 \) and \( r = 3n + 2 \). All these errors impact the physical qubit marked with a circle in Fig. 5(b). Equivalent Pauli errors for measurement errors of central blue and red checks can be obtained by \( 2\pi/3 \) or \( 4\pi/3 \) rotations in the hyperbolic plane, followed by one- or two-round shifts in time.

A logical operator, \( L \), with the faulty green edge on its closed path will incorporate the erroneous outcome of its measurement in the update protocol. This will lead to an incorrect sign in its expression. If \( L \)'s expression immediately before the measurement error at round \( r = 3n \) is type one (Z Paulis on green checks), its subsequent two expressions will be type two (Y Paulis on green checks) and, then, type one (Y Paulis on red checks). Among the three equivalent Pauli errors, the first and third one commute with \( L \), while the second one anticommutes with it. Hence, their combined effect would be a sign flip in \( L \)'s expression, exactly as in the case of the measurement error.

Analogously, if \( L \)'s initial expression immediately before the faulty measurement’s round is type two (X Paulis on red checks), its subsequent two expressions will be X Paulis on blue checks and Z Paulis on blue checks. Depending on weather \( L \)'s path traverses the red or blue check connected to the marked qubit, either the first or third Pauli error among the three equivalent errors will anticommute with \( L \), while the other two will commute with it. Therefore, the combined effect of these equivalent Pauli errors is again the same as for the measurement error. Thus, the indistinguishability of measurement errors and combinations of simple Pauli errors does not pose an obstruction to error correction.

To simplify our decoder, we leverage the fact that all errors can be expressed as equivalent combinations of simple Pauli errors resulting in the same detection events and impacting the logical operators identically. Specifically, our decoder operates under the assumption that only simple Pauli errors have occurred. It then identifies a set of such errors associated with the observed detection events. Given that each simple error is linked to two detection events, forming an error edge in the syndrome lattice, the decoder performs this by pairing (with a path of possible error edges) each detection event in the syndrome lattice with another detection event. To achieve this, we use the Minimum-Weight Perfect Matching (MWPM) decoder from the PyMatching package [39].

Misidentifying more complex errors as combinations of simple ones can have a negative impact on the performance of the decoder. However, being able to utilize MWPM speeds up the decoding process significantly. In this paper, we do not optimize the decoder substantially and instead focus on establishing the existence of a threshold. Since our decoder is easily adaptable to honeycomb Floquet codes, we can also perform a direct comparison between hyperbolic and honeycomb Floquet codes.

IV. FAULT-TOLERANT MEMORY

THRESHOLD

Logical Error Rates. With the codes, error model, and the decoder defined in Secs. II and III, we can proceed to analyze how hyperbolic Floquet codes perform in storing logical qubits while being affected by the introduced error channels impacting the physical qubits.

For each hyperbolic Floquet code listed in Table I, this analysis involves sampling instances of decoding scenarios. In each decoding scenario, depolarization and measurements error channels with strength \( p \) (as defined in Sec. III) are applied during 3d rounds of check measurements, corresponding to \( d \) Floquet periods, where \( d \) is the code distance. Repetition of measurements is needed to preserve the logical memory for a long time in the presence of measurement and decoherence processes. The
threshold for further rounds of syndrome extraction (up to times polynomial in \(d\)) should be identical. At lower depth, the threshold may shift to higher values as it becomes closer to the code-capacity threshold.

We denote individual Pauli or measurement errors as \(E_i\)'s. As explained in Sec. III, compound Pauli and measurement errors can be decomposed as multiple simple Pauli errors. Thus, each \(E_i\) is equivalent to a subset of all possible error edges in the syndrome lattice, based on its simple Pauli decomposition. This subset of error edges can be represented by a vector in the vector space of all possible error edges in the entire syndrome lattice, with each error edge corresponding to a simple Pauli error [Fig. 4(b) and (c)]. This vector space operates over a \(\mathbb{Z}_2 = \{0, 1\}\) field, where addition is carried out modulo 2. The \(\mathbb{Z}_2\) vector of each subset of error edges contains a 1 for the edges within that subset and a 0 for every other edge. Then, the total error in the syndrome lattice, \(E\), comprised of individual errors is equal to:

\[
E = \sum_i E_i,
\]

where the summation is well-defined as a modulo-2 addition of the \(\mathbb{Z}_2\) vectors representing individual errors (\(E_i\)'s).

The vertices at the two ends of an error edge in the \((2 + 1)D\) syndrome lattice represent the detection events associated with that simple Pauli error. If that error occurs, the plaquette syndromes of these vertices change sign during the round corresponding to the vertex. Consequently, a vertex that is shared by an odd (even) number of error edges within a subset of all error edges will (will not) exhibit a detection event should this subset of errors occur. The subset of syndrome lattice vertices that are shared by an odd number of error edges within a set of error edges is termed the endpoints of that set. The endpoints of the error edges corresponding to total error, \(E\), indicate the detection events linked to these errors. We denote these detection events as \(D\).

The decoder’s role is to find a set of errors, denoted as \(C\), that would generate the same detection events, \(D\), in the syndrome lattice. This set of errors is the proposed correction by the decoder. Our MWPM decoder carries this out by finding a set of error edges with the minimum number of edges that has \(D\) as their endpoints. The correction, \(C\), is then the set of simple Pauli errors corresponding to these error edges. The combined effect of the occurred errors and the decoder’s correction is linked to the error edges corresponding to \(E + C\). Since both the error edges of \(E\) and \(C\) share \(D\) as their endpoints, the error edges corresponding to \(E + C\) have no endpoints and form closed paths in the syndrome lattice. Given the periodicity of the syndrome lattice in its hyperbolic \(2D\) plane, these \((2 + 1)D\) loops can be either contractible or noncontractible. For each noncontractible loop within the hyperbolic manifold, there exists at least one logical operator that anticommutates with the set of errors of that loop. If \(E + C\) comprises an odd number of loops that anticommutate with a specific logical operator, the decoding process has resulted in a logical error impacting that logical operator.

Figure 6 presents the MWPM decoder’s performance in correcting the physical errors for the hyperbolic Floquet codes listed in Table I [38]. The numerically calculated logical error rates have been determined by running the decoder on the syndrome lattice after applying the physical errors over \(3d\) rounds of check measurements, with \(d\) the code distance. In Fig. 6(a), an error impacting any of the \(2k\) logical operators is considered a failure in a decoding scenario. Conversely, in Fig. 6(b), we focus on solely a specific logical operator and assess decoder’s performance concerning it. Since these codes are based on symmetric graphs, the choice of the specific logical operator does not matter for obtaining this plot.

At high physical error rates, both defined logical error rates saturate at a maximum value. This saturation value is 0.5 for the specific logical operator error rate. The rea-
Figure 7. Comparison between hyperbolic and honeycomb Floquet codes. Panels (a), (b), and (c) show the any logical operator error rate of H144, H400, and H2160 hyperbolic codes (solid lines) compared to 10 copies, 26 copies, and 136 copies of honeycomb codes (dashed lines), respectively. Honeycomb codes are denoted by HC followed by their number of physical qubits. Each honeycomb code stores two physical qubits. The number of copies of honeycomb codes is chosen such that the total number of logical qubits in each panel equals to $k$ of the respective hyperbolic code. The total number of physical qubits needed for that many copies of honeycomb codes is noted alongside the respective dashed line.

The reason behind this is that the combined effect of too many errors on a logical operator is equal to an unbiased coin toss: in half of scenarios, there may be an even number of noncontractible loops in $E + C$ that cross this logical operator once, hence cancelling each other’s effects and leaving the logical operator unaffected. For the any logical operator error rate, however, the probability that $E + C$ has no effects on any of the $2^k$ logical operators of a code is $1/2^k$, which vanished as $k$ increases. Therefore, this logical error rate saturates at $\sim 1$ for larger codes.

At lower values of the physical error rate, both any logical operator error rate and specific logical operator error rate [panels (a) and (b) in Fig. 6, respectively] show a threshold behavior, as expected from a family of codes with increasing distance. Specifically, for sufficiently low physical error rates, $p < p_0$, the logical error rate decreases as the code’s physical qubit count increases past $d = 4$. The threshold physical error rate, $p_0$, for both defined logical error rates is approximately 0.1% per measurement round. However, it is noticeably smaller for the any logical operator error rate [Fig. 6(a)] compared to the specific logical operator error rate [Fig. 6(b)]. We denote these two values as $p_0^{\text{all}}$ and $p_0^{\text{one}}$, respectively, and $p_0^{\text{all}} < p_0^{\text{one}}$. This subtle difference is a characteristic of finite encoding-rate codes. What links these two defined error rates is the number of logical operators that could experience a specific logical operator error, resulting in a any logical operator error.

The regime $p_0^{\text{all}} < p < p_0^{\text{one}}$ is an intermediate phase. For these error rates, the error rate for each logical operator is exponentially suppressed with the code distance [40]. On the other hand, there is an extensive number of logical operators that could potentially fail. Since the code distance is proportional to the logarithm of the number of physical qubits, and thus, of the number of logical operators, the possibilities for failure also grow exponentially with the code distance. As a result, even in the thermodynamic limit, the any logical operator error rate can remain nonzero for these intermediate values of the physical error rate, $p$. Only when $p < p_0^{\text{all}} < p_0^{\text{one}}$, will the any logical operator error rate also experience an exponential suppression with the code distance. This situation closely resembles the difference between the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic phase transitions in a random-bond Ising model (RBIM) on a hyperbolic lattice and in a dual-RBIM on the same lattice, as investigated in [41].

Comparison to Honeycomb Floquet Codes. The threshold physical error rates for hyperbolic codes are typically lower than those for related zero encoding-rate codes [26, 27]. This trend holds true for hyperbolic Floquet codes when compared to honeycomb Floquet codes as well. However, relying solely on the threshold value is not a useful method for comparing different codes. This value pertains to the thermodynamic limit and obscures the actual values of logical error rates, which are more practically relevant. Furthermore, below their threshold rates, hyperbolic codes are storing an extensive number of logical qubits, while the non-hyperbolic codes only preserve a constant number of them. Therefore, the threshold value alone falls short when comparing these codes
performing the same task, namely, storing a given number of logical qubits. In response to this, we introduce a new figure of merit that aims at making this comparison.

In Fig. 7, we present our proposed comparison between hyperbolic Floquet codes and honeycomb Floquet codes. The four honeycomb Floquet codes featured in these plots, denoted by HC followed by their respective number of physical qubits, are based on symmetric trivalent graphs in \([36]\) with a girth of six, and are closed hexagonal lattices tessellating the surface of a torus. Each panel in Fig. 7 illustrates the any logical operator error rate of a hyperbolic Floquet code (solid lines) compared to a number of copies of the honeycomb code with the same number of logical qubits (dashed lines). For instance, Fig. 7a compares the H144 code ([144, 20, 6]) with 10 copies of various honeycomb codes. Each of these honeycomb codes stores two logical qubits, and hence, 10 copies have a storage capacity for 20 logical qubits, equal to H144. The total number of physical qubits used in 10 copies of each honeycomb code is noted alongside its respective dashed line. The plotted logical error rate, \(p_L\), for honeycomb codes is obtained by the reasonable assumption that the logical events in different copies are independent of each other.

As evident in Fig. 7, for sufficiently low values of the physical error rate, each hyperbolic Floquet code has the capability to outperform honeycomb Floquet codes that use the same number of physical qubits, and in some instances, honeycomb codes with even a larger number of physical qubits. For example, H400, with just 400 physical qubits, competes with honeycomb codes with up to 1092 qubits [Fig. 7(b)], while H2160, using 2160 physical qubits, outperforms 10064-qubit honeycomb codes [Fig. 7(c)]. In general, as the logical error rate suppression is exponential in the code distance [40], it is expected that it would take honeycomb codes with equal or greater distances than a hyperbolic code to achieve a superior performance at low physical error rates. Thus, from a practical perspective, if their implementation is feasible within the architecture, hyperbolic Floquet codes represent a more sensible choice than honeycomb codes.

V. DISCUSSION

In this work, we introduced a new family of dynamically generated codes called hyperbolic Floquet codes. These codes are useful for fault-tolerant implementation of multi-qubit quantum memories utilizing weight-two measurements. The hyperbolic nature of these codes enables us to find codes with a finite encoding rate and an increasing distance with the total number of physical qubits. We investigated the fault-tolerance of these codes by testing an MWPM decoder on them and showing the existence of a threshold error rate, below which the logical error rates are suppressed. By comparing to honeycomb Floquet codes, we made the case that hyperbolic Floquet codes can achieve logical error suppression better than copies of honeycomb codes storing the same number of logical qubits.

When encoding \(k\) logical qubits into \(n\) data qubits, we may also use \(c\) auxiliary qubits to measure the error syndrome. This means the code uses a total of \(n + c\) physical qubits. Thus, the net encoding rate can be defined as \(r = k/(n + c)\) [12]. For traditional surface code architectures, \(c = n - 1\), whereas for the newer quantum LDPC codes, \(c = n\) [12]. In our scheme, which takes inspiration from the properties of the Floquet code, we have \(c = 0\) for platforms with native two-body measurements, leading to resource savings. Consequently, our net encoding rate is identical to the regular encoding rate, that is \(k/n = 1/8 + 2/n\).

To further improve the logical error suppression of our approach, one can interpolate between hyperbolic and honeycomb Floquet codes by moving beyond regular hyperbolic tessellations. This has been previously implemented for hyperbolic surface codes, resulting in the so-called semi-hyperbolic surface codes [27]. The infusion of additional qubits within each regular polygon of a hyperbolic Floquet code will result in a code with the same number of logical qubits, but higher number of physical qubits. This new code, however, will have a greater distance than its parent. This procedure, sometimes referred to as leap-frogging, can be carried out repeatedly. Therefore, there exist families of codes with lower encoding rates than our hyperbolic Floquet codes, but a more favorable distance, although still scaling logarithmically with the number of physical qubits. Each family of these codes can also have higher threshold error rates than regular hyperbolic Floquet codes, approaching the threshold error rate of the honeycomb codes.

Building a quantum computer is challenged by the imperfections in its components. For example, some qubits might possess manufacturing defects, rendering them “dead.” These dead qubits are either entirely non-functional or have a noise level substantially higher than their counterparts. For the surface code, there are several existing strategies [42–47] to address these dead qubits. A recent method, as mentioned in Ref [48], suggests recoupling the lattice applicable to any code that operates on a plaquette three-colorable lattice. This method can be viewed as a re-triangulation of the three-colorable lattice, ensuring dead qubits aren’t utilized in the subsequent measurement schedule. Since our codes are also based on plaquette three-colorable lattices, we can use the aforementioned strategy from Ref [48] for handling dead qubits.

In this work, we have focused on the fault-tolerant memory threshold of hyperbolic Floquet codes. For an error correcting code family to be useful for quantum computation it is also necessary to implement state preparation, logical gates, and measurement. State preparation and measurement protocols for our hyperbolic Floquet codes can follow standard protocols from surface codes. Efficiently implementing logical gates with limited time overhead for finite-rate LDPC codes remains
a fundamental challenge [20]. However, there has been recent progress adapting lattice surgery methods to LDPC codes that could be applied to our setting [25, 27, 49, 50].

Note added: While this manuscript was in preparation, Ref. [51] appeared discussing hyperbolic Floquet codes using a slightly different lattice construction method. A threshold was reported for zero-rate hyperbolic codes using the leap-frogging method. At similar encoding rates, the codes shown here have a larger relative code distance.
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